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Jeer Berry, 

 

The kids really have grown. Maybe it seems that they have grown more be-
cause it is so long since we've seen then. They also seem quite happy, which is 
fine, too. But we'dtesumed, having heard so little from you, that you and Dennis 
were busy. As, to the degree noe possible, - have been, too. 

The picture of the pon.L made by New .Nma 	reminds me of many projects 
of that era, intended for recovery, that linger and wore so valuable. In Tenn_ 
essse there is the second place 	thu world where there is a moonbow, on the 

r) 
Cumberland Revers ell that was dtne to make it into a recreational area was 

I by the CCUesseof which ' du wish we had one today. (think the other place 
a moonbow is thf great falls of the eameesi, in Africa.) There are so many 
useful thing that can be done and so many nueding work to do them, it is a 
great tragedy that the Republican faulty reasoning that was aimed at the 
worthwhile projects of the "eu 2;eal,elinger3 in our political life. 

i t have finished FeLiee KeenedyeeTlecc Side of Sy "eruh. Thinking of 
c/4-eery;  the title to Hersh-It Journelism: FaIdele Kennedy. I hope it is being 
retyped. The Brown and the Do lice manuecripte have been retyped but I've no news 
on the corrections that I've ready for them. Dave has retyped what he has made 
into a deparate book, the epilpgue for the Newman manuncripi. I've sent him the 
corrections. The Malaysian students who did the original typing skipped some '...:ages 
that 4-  did manage to pick up and include. They also ripped me off in other ways.) 

le 
On blactigesian conflic4 there was some serious troubles ihplashington, too, 

inlPuleng murders. 

It may be that the 30th King assassination annivserary will get it more 
attention but as yet I'vo had no indication of that. 

If you have not heard from Jerry, he has his bbatical and he has continued 
to go over files and make copies of records that as I think I've said before we 
both think one of you should go over and get copies for your own work. lie will be 
doing more if his school load eases up. Much administration work lately. 

If you want to do anything with "ersh, get what I've written in whatever form 
it is then available. S hope with corrections before long but do not know. 

Lamar has not yet told me but before he could file his appeals brief for 
HickeSr St. "artinn settled out of court. Hickey is in a nursing home now. 

Best to all, and tanks for the pix, 

<,4Ct_—.6-e(67 



The past several weeks have gone by 
quickly, and I have been wrapped up with classes. 
During January I had to do a lot of reading about 
a special topic which I team-taught with a member of 
the library staff. It focused on Black-Asian tensions 
in many major cities. Probably the most tragic 
confrontation was in LA in the wake of the Rodney King 
verdict when Black rioters targeted Korean businesses. 
There has also been friction in Philadelphia, NYC, 
New Orleans, etc. Sloth groups could benefit from 
sincere racial dialogue, and part of the problem is 
just the conditions of many of these inner city areas 
where opportunities are few and Blacks feel they 
are being exploited, now by Asians. 

I have not seen anything recently about 
Hersh's book. Dave seat me via e-mail a copy of a review 
he wrote. I am thinking this might be another opportunity 
to do a course such as I did on Posner. 

I am also anticipating that the King 
assassination is 'going to get more attention with the 
30th anniversary right around the corner. 

Inclosed are a couple of photos, one from 
a wedding we went to in Nov. to give you some idea of 
how the kids have grown. The other two are from a 
man-made lake (a JPA project from the New Deal era) 
that is a couple blocks from where we live in 
Spartanburg. 

Take care, and give my regards to Lillian. 

Best, 

Dear Harold, 	 2/11/98 
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